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The World at Your Finger Tips: International Law Research at the RWU Law Library

The Law Library’s resources for international law research include cases, treaties, scholarly works, news, career publications, and links to top websites. You can use the WebCatalog to locate items by keyword, title, author or subject.

HeinOnline, Bloomberg BNA International Trade Reporter, and Oxford Scholarship Online are among the many varied Law Library resources for researching international law.

In addition to its law journals, HeinOnline offers various current and historical international law materials. The Foreign & International Law Resources Database contains publications of the American Society of International Law and international yearbooks as well as older works for in-depth retrospective international law research. The History of International Law library has more than 725 titles dating back to 1690 on topical subjects that include war and peace, the Nuremberg Trials, Law of the Sea, International Arbitration, and Hague Conferences and Conventions. The Treaties and Agreements Library is an excellent resource for locating a U.S. treaty whether it is currently in-force, expired, or not even officially published. United Nations legal publications can be searched in the United Nations Law Collection. The collection contains not only the text of UN Treaties but also links to law review articles citing the treaties.

The Bloomberg BNA International Trade Reporter – Current Reports is a “mini” research library for up-to-date information on decisions from courts and agencies as well as activities of international trade organizations. Practitioners, experts in their field, provide in-depth analysis of “hot” topics in international trade. It is easy to stay informed of newly added content by signing up for weekly email alerts.

Full-text access to international law publications of Oxford University Press is provided by Oxford Scholarship Online. You can search by keyword or browse by subject by selecting the category “Law” first. There are books on private and public international law and human rights.

For assistance with researching international law, stop by the Reference Desk, email LawLibraryHelp@rwu.edu, chat via “Ask a Librarian” or call 401-254-4547.

Tune In: Top Legal Podcasts
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Take a break from reading about the law and instead listen to a podcast about the law! There are hundreds of freely available podcasts on law and law-related topics for law students and legal professionals.

Here are some recommended legal podcasts by Legal Productivity described in its November 15, 2011 blog post.

An award-winning offering of the LegalTalk Network is Lawyer2Lawyer. Hosted by J. Craig Williams and Robert Ambrogi, their podcasts cover hot legal topics from all over the United States.

Bloomberg Law Podcasts consist of interviews about legal issues, decisions and pending cases.

The TED Talks series includes several law-related talks by experts in the field.

LexisNexis Legal Podcasts include practice areas, daily news, and the Emerging Issues series which is a great resource for expert analysis and commentary by practitioners and law professors on current legal issues.

Law School Podcaster has numerous podcasts for current law students on the law school experience (e.g. exams, networking). A full-text transcript accompanies each podcast.

The RocketLawyer Podcast’s host Charley Moore (Founder and Chairman of Rocket Lawyer, Inc.) discusses legal issues in the news and interviews legal experts about the law and their practice.

TWiT.TV’s ThisWeek in Law podcasts with host Denise Howell covers breaking news in technology law.

**Bloomberg Law**
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Bloomberg Law is free for law school faculty, staff, and students. Access for students is not limited during the summer and graduates retain access for 6 months after graduation. The Bloomberg Law service offers primary legal materials and a citator (like Shepard’s or Keycite), but its significant coverage of secondary and practice materials makes Bloomberg Law a great product to explore while you’re in school. Some of these secondary sources include books and treatises from the ABA and Practising Law Institute, plus a variety of BNA reports, treatises, manuals, and practice portfolios.

A “Go” search bar at the top right of the main screen allows users to search all Bloomberg Law content. If you prefer, you may search or browse content under topical sections which include seven Practice Centers. Transactional Law resources on Bloomberg Law include EDGAR, DealMaker documents and clauses, drafting guides, and transactional treatises. Bloomberg Law also provides extensive coverage of court dockets and filings from courts that offer
electronic filing, including those courts on PACER. Additional practice-ready resources include Workspaces that may be shared among RWU Law colleagues, a 90 day Research Trail, saved Searches & Alerts, research organization by Client Matter, and the ability to save documents with Notes.

Learn more about Bloomberg Law for Law Schools. Detailed research guides are available from the Help menu at the Bloomberg Law homepage.

To request access to Bloomberg Law, please email LawLibraryHelp@rwu.edu. We will provide your name and email address to our Bloomberg Law representative and he will send your login and password to you via email. For research assistance, please contact the reference librarians at LawLibraryHelp@rwu.edu or x4547.
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The bad news is that at some point after you graduate from law school, you will no longer have access to LexisNexis and Westlaw through the Law Library. But don’t despair! There are many resources in the Law Library for job searching (e.g. books in the Career Collection) and legal research.

If you are staying in the area, use the RWU School of Law Library! While studying for the bar exam, you can check out books and reserve study rooms until the end of July. As an alum, you can continue to access the Law Library’s databases from computers on the hexagons in the Law Library. If you are using wireless, the “Public” network will allow you to access the databases. Subject to some limitations, you also have borrowing privileges. Note that interlibrary loan service is provided only to current students and faculty. If you need to obtain an item that is not in the Law Library, go to your local public library and ask the staff about obtaining the item via an interlibrary loan. While you are there, check out the resources available to you. You will be amazed at what your public library has to offer!

The Librarians welcome opportunities to assist you with research while you are studying for the bar exam or if you are staying in the area for any other reason! Bring your research and job search questions to us. If you are unable to come to the Law Library, email LawLibraryHelp@rwu.edu or call 401-245-4546.

Be sure to read the next Legal Beagle blog post for information on resources available to you at other law libraries!